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As the days get shorter once again, it’s natural to feel a gentle instinctual pull to turn inwards and 

spend more time at home. This Autumn we hope you are inspired to get creative and comfortable. 

This is your cue to create an inspiring world where textures create depth and intrigue while natural 

fibres bring softness and comfort. We hope these pages inspire positive changes in your home. 

Welcoming The Cooler Weather

Clara Sofa, Androgyne Lounge 
Table, Coral Rug & Sila Floor Lamp





Burl Wood Is Having A Moment
Burl wood, which was popularised by its use in Art Deco and Hollywood Regency decor, has made it back 

to the main stage. Characterised by intricate grain patterns formed as a response to stress or injury in 

trees, it is highly sought after for its beauty and strength. Various types of trees can produce burl wood, 

with certain hardwood species yielding particularly stunning examples. While the exact process of burl 

formation is not fully understood, its uniqueness and rarity contribute to its appeal. Burl wood’s irregular 

patterns add character and surprise to any space, with each piece being one-of-a-kind.

Ola Bedside Table
Available in Maple or Elm

Villa Console
Available in Elm in two sizes

140cm or 180cm



Light The Way
Since its introduction to the Trit Range last year, the dBodhi collection has cemented itself as a key part of 

our offering. Their furniture and accessories are made from recycled teak and other natural materials like 

coconut palms. From their base in Indonesia, dBodhi focuses on sustainable and natural production meth-

ods in a warehouse that is free from plastic. The materials used in each piece are left as close as possible 

to their natural state, keeping your home connected to the natural world. 

dBodhi Ivy Table Lamp

dBodhi Organo Pendant

dBodhi Onyx Bullet Table Light

dBodhi Nugget Standing Lamp

dBodhi Twister Koi Table Lamp

dBodhi Cymbal Pendant 
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Shop the collection in store or online



Oak Spindle Queen Bed, Tye Marble Nighstand, Reverse Table Lamp, 

Coral Rug 250x350, Pi Sideboard, Avani Wall Art (set of 2)



Oak Spindle Queen Bed, Tye Marble Nighstand, Reverse Table Lamp, 

Coral Rug 250x350, Pi Sideboard, Avani Wall Art (set of 2)





Soft Starts At Home

New Spindle Dresser

Enjoy soft starts to the day with a calming bedroom. As the weather gets cooler, every minute in bed 

becomes more precious. Create an inviting space that will bring upon a quick and deep sleep.

 Slightly tapered legs and rounded edges add a soft, sensual quality to this beautiful bedroom collection. 

The best selling Bed design by Ethnicraft now has a matching Dresser. 



Meet Morgan
Sleek and contemporary the Morgan Sofa & 

Queen Bed are must know arrivals. Upholstered 

in oreo boucle with black stained timber legs, 

Morgan forms the perfect blank slate for any 

modern interior.
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New Look Charlotte
One of our most popular chairs for commercial spaces and homes is the Charlotte Chair. Now available as 

a bench in cream or oreo boucle along with a new pebble grey fabric for the original version.

Charlotte Bench

Charlotte Chair



Clara Sofa
Made to emulate the softness and comfort of the Felix Sofa, Clara offers a super soft, hypo allergenic 

slip cover sofa in a soft parchment linen. Using new technology of Silicone Fibre Ball as the base for the 

filling it emulates the softness of down without the need for feathers. The simple design and versatile linen 

cover means the Clara suits both lighter oak timber schemes and our Autumn walnut tones.
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